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(54) Stitch distribution control system for tufting machines

(57) A stitch distribution control system for a tufting
machine for controlling placement of yarns being fed to
the needles of the tufting machine by yarn feed mecha-
nisms to form a desired pattern. A backing material is fed
through the tufting machine at an increased stitch rate
as the needles are shifted according to calculated pattern
steps. A series of loopers or hooks engage and pick loops
of yarns from the needles. The yarn feed mechanisms
further can be controlled so that selected loops of yarns
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Description

Cross Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S.
Patent Application Serial No. 12/122,004, entitled YARN
COLOR PLACEMENT SYSTEM, filed May 16, 2008,
which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application
Serial No. 61/029,105, entitled YARN COLOR PLACE-
MENT SYSTEM, filed February 15, 2008, and further
claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Serial
No. 61/077,499 entitled COLOR DISTRIBUTION CON-
TROL SYSTEM FOR TUFTING MACHINES, filed July
2, 2008, of U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.
61/154,597, entitled STITCH DISTRIBUTION CON-
TROL SYSTEM FOR TUFTING MACHINES, filed Feb-
ruary 23, 2009, and of U.S. Provisional Application Serial
No. 61/184,993, entitled LEVEL CUT LOOP LOOPER
AND CLIP ASSEMBLY, filed June 8, 2009, each of the
listed applications being incorporated herein by refer-
ence in its entirety.

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention generally relates to tuft-
ing machines, and in particular, to a system for controlling
the feeding and placement of individual yarns or stitches,
including desired placement of yarns of various different
colors, piles, and/or heights within a backing material
passing through a tufting machine to enable formation of
free-flowing patterns within a tufted article.

Background of the Invention

[0003] In the tufting of carpets and other, similar arti-
cles, there is considerable emphasis placed upon devel-
opment of new, more eye-catching patterns in order to
try to keep up with changing consumer tastes and in-
creased competition in the marketplace. In particular,
there has been emphasis over the years on the formation
of carpets that replicate the look and feel of fabrics formed
on a loom. With the introduction of computer controls for
tufting machines such as disclosed in the U.S. Patent
No. 4,867,080, greater precision and variety in designing
and producing tufted pattern carpets, as well as en-
hanced production speeds, have been possible. In addi-
tion, computerized design centers have been developed
to help designers design and create wider varieties of
patterns, with requirements such as yarn feeds, pile
heights, etc. being automatically calculated and gener-
ated by the design center computer. Additionally, at-
tempts have been made to develop tufting machines in
which a variety of different color yarns and textured ef-
fects can be inserted into a backing material to try to
create more free-flowing patterns. For example, specialty
machines have been developed that include a moving
head that carries a single hollow needle in which the ends
of the different color yarns are individually fed to the nee-

dle for insertion into the backing material at a selected
location. Other machines having multiple needles in a
more conventional tufting machine configuration and
which move the backing material forwardly and sidewise
to place multiple colors in the backing material also have
been developed. A problem exists, however, with such
specialty tufting machines for individually placing yarns,
in that the production rates of such machines generally
are restricted as the yarns are placed individually in the
backing material by the single needle or as the backing
feed direction is changed. As a consequence, such spe-
cialized color patterning machines typically are limited to
special applications such as formation of patterned rugs
or carpets of limited or reduced sizes. Accordingly, it can
be seen that a need exists for a system and method that
addresses these and other related and unrelated prob-
lems in the art.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] Briefly described, the present invention gener-
ally relates to a yarn stitch or color distribution control
system for a tufting machine for use in controlling place-
ment and density of yarns or stitches with enhanced se-
lectivity so as to enable formation of patterned tufted ar-
ticles, such as carpets having a variety of pattern effects
and/or colors, including the formation of substantially
free-flowing multi-color patterns and/or carpets with a wo-
ven or loom formed appearance. The tufting machine
with the stitch distribution control system of the present
invention typically will include a tufting machine controller
for controlling the operative elements of the tufting ma-
chine, as well as operating the stitch distribution control
system according to the present invention for forming a
desired scanned and/or designed pattern. The pattern
can include various desired pattern effects, including dif-
ferent pile heights, cut and/or loop pile tufts in various
tuft rows, and other textured effects, as well as the place-
ment of various color yarns so as to be visible at selected
locations across the backing to thus provide a desired
density of retained colors/stitches per square inch. For
example, the pattern can contain all loop pile tufts, all cut
pile tufts, and/or combinations of cut and loop pile tufts,
including variable pile height tufts and other sculptured
or pattern texture effects.
[0005] The tufting machine further will include one or
more needle bars having a series of needles spaced the-
realong, with a tufting zone defined along the path of
reciprocation of the needles. A backing material is fed at
a programmed or prescribed rate of feeding through the
tufting zone for tufting of the yarns therein. As a result,
as the backing material is fed through the tufting zone,
the needles are reciprocated into and out of the backing
material to form loops of yarns therein.
[0006] The stitch distribution control system according
to the present invention will not only operate to control
the tufting operations of the tufting machine, but further
can include image recognition software to enable the
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stitch distribution control system to read and recognize
scanned and/or designed pattern images including fin-
ished carpet designs with texture information such as pile
heights, loop and/or cut pile tuft placement, drawings,
photographs, etc., in addition to receiving input pattern
instructions. The stitch distribution control system can
automatically generate a pattern program file including
a map or field of pattern pixels or tuft/stitch locations for
the yarns/stitches of the scanned and/or designed pat-
tern, as well as can calculate steps or parameters for
controlling yarn feed, backing feed and the other opera-
tive elements of the tufting machine to form in the desired
scanned and/or designed pattern. The stitch distribution
control system further can recognize and correlate pat-
tern colors to corresponding positions in a creel for the
tufting machine based upon the thread-up of colors of
the needle bar(s) in order to optimize the use of the creel,
and additionally will automatically calculate a cam/shift
profile (or select a pre-programmed cam profile as need-
ed), and will calculate an effective or operative process
stitch rate at which the pattern will be run to achieve the
appearance of a desired fabric stitch rate or pattern den-
sity in the finished tufted article.
[0007] A shift mechanism can be provided for shifting
the needle bar(s) transversely across the tufting zone,
and multiple shift mechanisms typically will be utilized
where the tufting machine includes more than one shift-
ing needle bar. The shift mechanism(s) can include one
or more cams, servo motor controlled shifters, or other
shifters such as a "SmartStep" shift mechanism as man-
ufactured by Card-Monroe Corp., which shift the needle
bar in accordance with the scanned and/or designed pat-
tern shift steps. Alternatively, the shift mechanism also
can include a backing material or jute shifter for shifting
the backing material laterally with or without the shifting
of the needle bar(s). The shift steps for the scanned
and/or designed pattern will be accomplished in accord-
ance with the cam or shift profile calculated or selected
for the pattern by the stitch distribution control system
upon input and reading of the scanned and/or designed
image of the desired pattern appearance into the tufting
machine system controller. The cam or shift profile further
can be varied depending on the number of colors to be
used in the scanned and/or the designed pattern being
formed. For example, for three, four, five or more colors,
three, four, five or more color cams or cam/shift profiles
can be designed and/or utilized for shifting each needle
bar.
[0008] The tufting machine further generally will in-
clude at least one pattern yarn feed mechanism or at-
tachment for controlling the feeding of the yarns to their
respective needles. The at least one pattern yarn feed
control mechanism or attachment will be operated to se-
lectively control the feeding of the yarns to their selected
needles according to the pattern instructions created or
developed by the stitch distribution control system based
on the scanned and/or designed image of the desired
carpet pattern appearance. As a result, the yarns to be

shown on the face or surface of the tufted article generally
will be fed in amounts sufficient to form the desired height
cut or loop tufts, while the non-appearing yarns, which
are not to be shown in the tufted field, will be pulled low
or backrobbed, or removed from the backing material.
For each pixel or stitch location, a series of yarns gener-
ally will be presented, and any yarns not selected for
appearance at such pixel or stitch location will be pulled
back and/or removed. Thus, only the desired or selected
yarn/color to be placed at a particular stitch location or
pixel typically will be retained at such stitch location or
pixel, while the remaining yarns/colors will be buried or
hidden in the pattern fields being sewn at that time, in-
cluding pulling the yarns out of the backing so as to float
on the surface of the backing material. The pattern yarn
feed pattern mechanism can include various roll, scroll,
servo-scroll, single end, or double end yarn feed attach-
ments, such as, for example, a Yarntronics™ or Infinity™
or Infinity IIE™ yarn feed attachment as manufactured
by Card-Monroe Corp. Other types of yarn feed control
mechanisms also can be used. The stitch distribution
control system further typically will control the operation
of the shift mechanism(s) and yarn feed mechanism(s)
according to the pattern instructions developed thereby
based on the scanned and/or designed pattern image
input into the stitch distribution system.
[0009] Additionally, a looper or hook assembly includ-
ing gauge parts such as cut-pile hooks, loop pile loopers,
level cut loopers or hooks, and/or cut/loop hooks each
having a biased clip attached to the body of the cut/loop
hook, for selectively retaining loops of yarns thereon,
generally will be provided below the tufting zone in a po-
sition so as to engage the needles as the needles pen-
etrate the backing material, to pick and/or pull loops of
yarns therefrom. In one embodiment, a series of the level
cut loop loopers can be individually controlled by the
stitch distribution control system during each stitch,
based on the pattern stitch being formed and shift profile
step therefore, so as to be actuated or fired selectively
for each stitch according to whether the loops of yarn
being formed thereby are to be pulled back or back-
robbed, and thus hidden upon the formation of each stitch
in the scanned and/or designed pattern, kept as loop pile
tufts, or retained on the level cut loop looper to form a
cut pile tuft. In other embodiments, other configurations
and/or combinations of loop pile loopers, cut pile hooks,
cut/loop hooks and/or level cut loop loopers also can be
used.
[0010] The stitch distribution control system according
to the principles of the present invention further generally
will be operated at increased or denser effective or op-
erative process stitch rates than conventional tufting
processes. Typically, the operative or effective process
stitch rate run by the stitch distribution control system will
be approximately equivalent to the number of colors or
tufts of a desired pile type and/or height being run in the
programmed pattern multiplied by a desired or prescribed
fabric stitch rate or number of retained stitches per inch
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or pattern density desired to appear on the face of the
tufted article, such as 8 stitches per inch, 10 stitches per
inch, etc. As a result, for patterns with 2-4 or more colors,
the effective stitch rates run can be on the order of 16,
24, 32, or more stitches per inch for a 1/8th gauge ma-
chine, 20, 30, 40 or more stitches per inch for a 1/10th

gauge machine, etc., to achieve the appearance of the
desired number of retained stitches per inch for the tufts
to be seen on the surface of the backing while hiding the
non-appearing or non-selected yarns. Thus, while the
finished tufted article may have the appearance of, for
example, 8-10 stitches per inch in a desired color field,
there actually may be 16, 24, 40 or more stitches actually
sewn, depending on the number of colors in the scanned
and/or designed pattern, and desired or prescribed
number of stitches per inch at which the backing material
is fed. As a further consequence, as the needle bar(s) is
shifted during the formation of the pattern stitches, for
each color or tuft to be taken out or back-robbed and thus
hidden by the surface yarns or tufts in the finished pat-
terned article, the increased number of stitches per inch
will provide sufficient enhanced density to the finished
patterned tufted article to avoid a missing color or gap
being shown or otherwise appearing in the finished pat-
terned article.
[0011] Various objects, features and advantages of the
present invention will become apparent to those skilled
in the art upon a review of the following detailed descrip-
tion when taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of a tufting machine
incorporating the stitch distribution control system of
the present invention.
Fig. 2A is a perspective illustration of the stitch dis-
tribution control system of Fig. 1.
Fig. 2B is a side elevational view of the tufting ma-
chine of Fig. 1 illustrating the needles with loop pile
loopers.
Fig. 2C is a perspective illustration, with parts broken
away of the tufting zone of the tufting machine of
Figs. 2A-2B.
Fig. 3 is a side elevational view of the tufting machine
of Fig. 1, illustrating the needles with level cut loop-
ers.
Figs. 4A-4B are perspective illustrations, with parts
broken away, illustrating the operation of the level
cut loop loopers and shifting of the needle bars in
the stitch distribution control system of Figs. 1 and 3.
Figs. 5A-5C are side elevational views illustrating a
portion of a tufting zone including another example
embodiment of a level cut loop looper assembly in
the tufting machine of Figs. 1 and 3.
Figs. 6A-6D are schematic illustrations of example

shift/step movements for tufting patterns having dif-
ferent numbers of colors using one embodiment of
the present invention.
Figs. 7A-7D are schematic illustrations of example
shift/step movements for tufting patterns having dif-
ferent numbers of colors using another embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 8 is a schematic illustration of a series of pixels
or stitch placement locations for a pattern run by the
stitch distribution control system and having, for ex-
ample, four colors.
Fig. 9A is a side elevational view of another embod-
iment of a tufting machine incorporating the stitch
distribution control system of the present invention
illustrating the use of cut/loop hooks.
Fig. 9B is a side view of a cut/loop hook as used in
the tufting machine of Fig. 9A.
Fig. 9C is a plan view of the cut/loop hook of Fig. 9B.
Figs. 10A-10C are flow diagrams illustrating the op-
eration of the stitch distribution control system ac-
cording to the principles of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0013] Referring now to the drawings in which like nu-
merals indicate like parts throughout the several views,
in accordance with one example embodiment of the yarn
stitch or color distribution control system according to the
principles of the present invention, as generally illustrated
in Figs. 1-5C, a tufting machine 10 is provided for con-
trolling placement and density of individual stitches or
yarns Y1-Y4, etc., at desired stitch locations in the back-
ing material B and with enhanced selectivity so as to en-
able the formation of tufted articles having a desired den-
sity of retained stitches per square inch, with a variety of
varying or free-flowing pattern effects selectively formed
therein. Such pattern effects can include formation of all
loop pile tufts, all cut pile tufts, or combinations of cut and
loop pile tufts in the backing material, including being
formed in the same tuft rows, formation of varying pile
heights, and formation of multi-color patterns of various
geometric and/or free-flowing designs. Additionally,
while four yarns/colors generally are indicated in the em-
bodiments described below, it will be understood that
more or fewer different color yarns (i.e., two color, three
color, five color, six colors, etc., as illustrated in Figs. 6A-
7D) also can be utilized in the stitch distribution control
system of the present invention.
[0014] As generally illustrated in Fig. 1, the tufting ma-
chine 10 includes a frame 11, including a head portion
12 housing a needle bar drive mechanism 13 and defining
a tufting zone T. The needle bar drive mechanism 13
(Figs. 1, 3 and 4A) typically includes a series of push
rods 14 connected to a gear box drive 16 or similar mech-
anism, by connector rods 17. The gear box drive 16 in
turn is connected to and driven off a main drive shaft 18
(Figs. 1 and 2A) for the tufting machine by one or more
drive belts or drive chains 19, with the main drive shaft
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18 itself being driven by a motor, such as a servo motor.
Alternatively, the push rods 14 of the needle bar drive
mechanism 13 can be directly connected via connector
rods 17 to the main drive shaft 18 so as to be driven
directly off the main drive shaft to control operation of the
main drive shaft motor (not shown).
[0015] An encoder additionally can be provided for
monitoring the rotation of the main drive shaft and report-
ing the position of the main drive shaft to the stitch dis-
tribution control system 25 (Fig. 1) controlling the oper-
ation of the tufting machine 10. The stitch distribution
control system 25 generally will comprise a tufting ma-
chine control such as a "Command-Performance™" tuft-
ing machine control system as manufactured by Card-
Monroe Corp., typically including a computer/processor
or system controller 26. The system controller will be pro-
grammed with the control methodology for operation of
the stitch distribution control system, as well as with var-
ious pattern information. The system controller will mon-
itor and control the operative elements of the tufting ma-
chine 10, such as the needle bar drive mechanism 13,
yarn feed attachments 27/28, backing feed rolls 29, the
main drive shaft 18, a needle bar shift mechanism 31
(Figs. 2A-4A) and a looper or hook assembly 32 mounted
beneath the tufting zone T of the tufting machine in ac-
cordance with the calculated/determined pattern instruc-
tions developed by the stitch distribution control system,
as discussed more fully below. The stitch distribution con-
trol system 25 (Fig. 1) further can receive and execute
or store pattern information in memory storage of the
system controller 26. In response to developed/pro-
grammed pattern instructions, the stitch distribution con-
trol system 25 will control the operative elements of the
tufting machine 10 in order to form the desired tufted
patterns in the backing material B as the backing material
is passed through the tufting zone T in the direction of
arrow 33 by the backing feed rolls 29. For operation of
the stitch distribution control system 25, the tufting ma-
chine system controller 26 generally can be programmed
with a desired pattern for one or more tufted articles, in-
cluding calculated pattern steps, which steps can be cre-
ated or calculated manually or through the use of design
centers or design software as understood by those skilled
in the art. Alternatively, the controller 26 can include im-
age recognition software to enable scanned and/or de-
signed pattern images, such as designed patterns, in-
cluding pile heights and other characteristics such as
placement of loop pile and cut pile tufts in the pattern
shown by, for example, different colors or similar markers
or indicators, as well as photographs, drawings and other
images, to be input, recognized and processed by the
control system, and a scanner or other imaging device
31 (Fig. 1). The stitch distribution control system can rec-
ognize and identify various pattern characteristics, in-
cluding the colors of a designed pattern image indicative
of texture effects such as placement or location of loop
and/or cut pile tufts and assign selected yarns thereto.
Additionally, the stitch distribution control system also

can read and recognize colors of an input scanned pat-
tern and can assign supply positions for the yarns being
supplied from a supply creel to various ones of the nee-
dles based on the thread-up sequence of the needles of
the needle bar so as to optimize the supplies of the var-
ious color yarns in the creel for the best use thereof, to
form the recognized pattern fields from the scanned pat-
tern images. The stitch distribution control system further
generally can create a pattern field or mapping, including
a series of pattern pixels or tuft/stitch placement locations
identifying the spaces or locations at which the various
color yarns and/or cut/loop pile tufts will be selectively
placed to form the imaged pattern. The desired pattern
density, i.e., the desired number of stitches per inch to
appear on the face of the finished patterned tufted article,
also will be analyzed and an effective or operative proc-
ess stitch rate for the pattern calculated to achieve the
appearance of the desired fabric stitch rate of the
scanned and/or designed pattern.
[0016] The stitch distribution control system of the in-
vention further can include programming of various cam
or shift profiles, or can calculate a proposed cam or shift
profile based on the scanned or input designed pattern
image. An operator additionally can select a desired cam
profile or modify the calculated cam profile, such as by
indicating whether the pattern is to have 2, 3, 4, 5, or
more colors or a desired number of pattern repeats, or
can allow the system to proceed automatically with the
calculated cam profile. The operator also can manually
calculate, input and/or adjust or change the creel assign-
ments or yarn color mapping created by the color distri-
bution control system as needed via a manual override
control/programming. Effectively, in one embodiment an
operator can simply scan or otherwise input a designed
pattern image, photograph, drawing, etc., directly at the
tufting machine, and the stitch distribution control system
of the present invention can automatically read, recog-
nize and calculate the pattern steps/parameters, includ-
ing yarn feed, effective stitch rate to achieve a desired
pattern density, cam/shift profile, and color arrangement
of yarns to match the scanned and/or designed pattern
image, and will thereafter control the operation of the
tufting machine to form this scanned and/or designed
pattern.
[0017] As indicated in Figs. 1-4A, the needle bar drive
mechanism 13 of the tufting machine 10 also will include
one or more needle bars 35 attached to and driven by
the push rods 14 and carrying a series of needles 36 that
can be arranged in in-line or staggered, with offset rows
spaced transversely along the length of the needle bar
and across the tufting zone of the tufting machine. The
needle bar(s) 35 further can be shiftable transversely
across the width of the backing material. While only a
single shifting needle bar 35, with an inline row of needles
36 arranged therealong is shown in the figures, it will be
understood by those skilled in the art that additional ar-
rangements of dual and single shifting needle bars hav-
ing spaced rows of needles 36 arranged in-line or in a
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staggered or offset configuration also can be utilized in
the tufting machine 10 incorporating the stitch distribution
control system according to the present invention.
[0018] During operation of the needle bar drive mech-
anism, the needles are reciprocated, as indicated by ar-
rows 37 and 37’ (Fig. 2B), into and out of the backing
material B, carrying the yarns Y1-Y4 so as to insert or
place loops of yarn in the backing material for forming
loop pile and/or cut pile tufts 38 in the backing material.
While front and rear yarn feeds are shown, the system
can be used with front or rear yarn feeds only and/or both
front and rear yarn feeds as indicated. Additionally, as
illustrated in the embodiments shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
the shift mechanism 31 generally will be linked to the
needle bar 35 for shifting the needle bar in the direction
of arrows 41 and 41’, transversely across the tufting zone
according to calculated or computed pattern instructions.
The shift mechanism 31 can include a Smart Step™ type
shifter as manufactured by Card-Monroe Corp., or alter-
natively can include various other types of shift mecha-
nisms including servo-motor or hydraulically controlled
shifters, and/or pattern cam shifters as are conventionally
used. Still further the shift mechanism 31 also can include
backing material or jute shifters, operable separately or
in conjunction with a needle bar shifter, for shifting the
backing material laterally with respect to the needles.
[0019] As noted above, as a further part of the pattern
information/instructions created and run by the stitch dis-
tribution control system 25 (Fig. 1) according to the
present invention, the cam profile or shift profile of the
shift steps will be calculated for the scanned and/or de-
signed pattern image for controlling the shifting of the
needle bar(s) as necessary to form the desired scanned
and/or designed pattern. The calculated or selected pat-
tern shift steps or cam profile further can be varied de-
pending on the number of colors used in the pattern being
run.
[0020] In one embodiment, Figs. 6A-6D illustrate var-
ious shift or stepping patterns for the needle bar, reflect-
ing the shifting of the needle bar where three, four, five
or six different color yarns are utilized in the pattern, and
illustrate single and double step or jump segments fol-
lowed to avoid oversewing prior sewn tufts. For example,
for running a stepping pattern utilizing three different
colors of yarns, as indicated in Fig. 6A, an initial step or
shift can be made to the right, which would then be fol-
lowed by a double gauge shift or jump, ending with a
single gauge shift. Similarly, for four, five and/or six
colors, shown in Figs. 6B-6D, after an initial shift to the
right of either a single or double gauge jump, the pattern
then shifts back to the left using single and double gauge
jumps or shifts in order to avoid sewing over or over-
tufting previously sewn tufts. Additionally, while the initial
shift or jump is shown as going to the right in Figs. 6A-
6B, it is also possible to start the shift steps to the left.
Still further, as the needle bar is shifted, the backing ma-
terial also is generally fed through the tufting machine at
an increased or denser stitch rate to achieve a denser

pattern or fill-in of the selected colors for the particular
field of the pattern. As a further alternative, double or
greater jumps can be used to skip or bypass presentation
of yarns to selected stitch locations, such as locations
where no yarn is selected for insertion.
[0021] In another embodiment, such as illustrated in
Figs. 7A-7B, various example single step motion cam
movements or shift steps are shown for 3, 4, 5 and/or 6
colors of yarns being run under control of the stitch dis-
tribution control system according to the principles of the
present invention. Each of the needle bar shift or cam
steps generally is shown as moving in a single increment
or jump, as opposed to the double jumps or steps shown
in Figs. 6A-6D, although combinations thereof also can
be used as needed. In the cam movements or shift steps
illustrated in Figs. 7A-7B, the shift movement typically
will take place in one direction across the entire range of
movement before turning and moving back across the
range, as opposed to the single/double cam movements
or step motions illustrated in Figs. 6A-6D in which the
movement is across the centerline of the color arrange-
ment and is maintained as close as possible to a sym-
metrical range of movements across this centerline.
[0022] The range of movement further generally will
depend upon the number of colors utilized as shown in
Figs. 7A-7D. For example, in Fig. 7C where five colors
A-E are illustrated and color C is the color yarn selected
to be shown or appear on the face of the tufted article,
after the initial stitch, the needle bar can be shifted four
steps in a first direction, here shown as moving to the
right although the stepping movement could start to the
left as well, and after the fifth stitch (fourth step or jump),
the needle bar will be shifted in the opposite direction in
a series of single jumps to return to the initial or starting
stitch position. Additionally, the stitch distribution control
system, as noted above, can read/recognize the different
colors of the scanned and/or designed pattern, and
based upon the number of colors detected/determined,
can adjust the needle bar starting position so that all
movement within a desired color range is completed be-
fore the direction of the needle bar is reversed, as indi-
cated in Figs. 7A-7D, to help prevent the same color being
placed within the tufted range more than a desired
number of times as needed to form the selected tuft field
or range of the scanned and/or designed pattern. As a
further alternative, the number of steps or shifts of the
needle bar(s) can be fewer or more than the number of
colors before the shifting motion of the needle bar is re-
versed, i.e., for a 4-color pattern, the needle carrying color
C can be shifted or jumped 3 or 4 steps before reversing
(i.e., moving in steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1; or 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3,
2, 1).
[0023] Further, in contrast to some conventional tufting
systems wherein the fabric stitch rate for tufting patterns
run thereby generally has been matched to the gauge of
the tufting machine, i.e., for a tenth gauge tufting machine
the fabric stitch rate typically will be approximately ten
stitches per inch, while for an eighth gauge machine, the
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fabric stitch rate will be approximately eight stitches per
inch, in the present invention, the operative or effective
process stitch rate run by the stitch distribution control
system will be substantially higher than such typical con-
ventional desired fabric stitch rates. With the stitch dis-
tribution control system according to the present inven-
tion, this enhanced operative or effective process stitch
rate generally will be approximately equivalent to the de-
sired fabric stitch rate or density for the finished tufted
article, i.e., the article is to have the appearance of 8, 10,
12, etc., stitches per inch on its face, which is multiplied
by the number of different colors being run in the pattern.
Thus, with the stitch distribution control system according
to the present invention, for a tenth gauge machine gen-
erally run to achieve a desired fabric stitch rate of ap-
proximately ten stitches per inch appearing in the tufted
article, for example, if there are three colors in the pattern,
the operative or effective process stitch rate calculated
and run by the stitch distribution control system will be
determined by multiplying the desired stitch rate (10
stitches per inch), by the number of colors (3), for an
operative or effective process stitch rate of approximately
thirty stitches per inch, for four colors, while the operative
or effective process stitch rate for a 4 color pattern can
be approximately forty stitches per inch, fifty stitches per
inch for five colors, etc.
[0024] As additionally indicated in Figs. 1, 3 and 4A,
one or more yarn feed attachments 27 and/or 28 also
generally can be mounted to the frame 11 of the tufting
machine 10 for controlling the feeding of the different
color yarns Y1-Y4, etc., to each of the needles during
operation of the tufting machine. Each yarn feed attach-
ment selectively feed the yarns to their respective nee-
dles, so that the surface yarns or tufts that are to appear
on the face of the tufted article are fed in amounts suffi-
cient to form the desired cut/loop tufts, while the non-
appearing yarns that are to be hidden in particular color
and/or texture fields of the pattern will be backrobbed
and/or pulled low or out of the backing material. As indi-
cated in Fig. 8, during operation, each color or type yarn
that can be placed/tufted at each pixel or stitch location
generally will be presented to such pixel or stitch location
for tufting, with only the yarn to be shown or appearing
being retained at the pixel or stitch location. Thus, for the
4 color pattern shown in Fig. 8, for example, all 4 color
yarns A, B, C and D can be presented to each pixel in
the illustrated steps of the shift profile, with only the "A"
yarn being retained, while the remaining yarns, B-D are
presented and are pulled back and/or removed from the
pixels or stitch locations. Accordingly, any time a needle
is presented to a pixel or stitch location, if the yarn carried
by that needle is to be retained or appear in the pixel or
stitch location, the yarn feed is controlled to feed and
form a tuft of yarn at the pixel or stitch location. If the yarn
presented is not to be retained or appearing in the pixel
or stitch location, it is pulled back and/or removed. If no
yarns are selected for insertion at a particular pixel or
stitch location, the needle bar further can be shifted to

jump or otherwise skip or bypass presentation of the nee-
dles to that pixel or stitch location.
[0025] There are a variety of yarn feed attachments
that can be utilized with the stitch distribution control sys-
tem of the present invention for controlling the feeding of
the different yarns Y1-Y4, etc., to various ones of the
needles 36. For example, the pattern yarn feed attach-
ments or mechanisms can comprise conventional yarn
feed/drive mechanisms such as roll or scroll pattern at-
tachments, as indicated at 28 in Fig. 1 having a series of
rolls 45 extending at least partially along the tufting ma-
chine and driven by motors 46 under direction of the stitch
distribution control system 25 (Fig. 1) for controlling the
feeding of all of the yarns across the tufting machine to
form pattern repeats and/or multiple pile heights and/or
other texture effects across the width of the backing ma-
terial, and including Quick Thread™, Enhanced Graph-
ics™, and/or Multi Pile Height Scroll yarn feed con-
trols/attachments as manufactured by Card-Monroe
Corp. Alternatively, other types of pattern yarn feed at-
tachments can be used, as indicated at 27, which have
multiple yarn feed drives 47 (Fig. 1), each including a
motor 48 and feed rolls 49, for controlling the feeding of
specific sets of repeats of yarns to selected needles, in-
cluding the use of individual yarn feed rolls or drives 48
for controlling the feeding of single yarns or pairs of yarns
to each of the needles 36, such as single end/servo-scroll
attachments, and/or the Infinity™ and Infinity IIE™ sys-
tems as manufactured by Card-Monroe Corp.
[0026] For example, U.S. Patent Nos. 6,009,818;
5,983,815; and 7,096,806 disclose pattern yarn feed
mechanisms or attachments for controlling feeding or dis-
tribution of yarns to the needles of a tufting machine. U.S.
Patent No. 5,979,344 further discloses a precision drive
system for driving various operative elements of the tuft-
ing machine. All of these systems can be utilized with the
present invention and are incorporated herein by refer-
ence in their entireties. Additionally, while in Fig. 1 a roll
or scroll-type pattern attachment is shown at 28 as being
used in conjunction with a single or double end type yarn
feed mechanism 27, it also will be understood by those
skilled in the art that the pattern yarn feed mechanisms
27/28 utilized to control the yarn feed in the stitch distri-
bution control system of the present invention can include
single or double end yarn feed controls only, only scroll,
roll, or similar attachments, and/or various combinations
thereof, and further can be mounted along one or both
sides of the tufting machine. Still further, the stitch distri-
bution control system 25 can perform yarn feed compen-
sation and/or yarn feed modeling to help control and re-
duce or minimize the amounts of non-retained/non-ap-
pearing yarns to be fed to avoid excess feeding of yarns
and thus minimize waste during a tufting operation.
[0027] As indicated in Figs. 1-5C, the backing material
B is fed through the tufting zone along a feed direction
or path indicated arrow 33 by the backing rolls 29 (Figs.
1. 2A and 3) by the operation of drive motors 51 (Fig. 3)
that are linked to and controlled by the stitch distribution
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control system. The backing material B generally is fed
at the operative or effective process stitch rate for the
pattern being formed by the stitch distribution control sys-
tem of the present invention (i.e., the desired rate multi-
plied by the number of colors of the pattern), and is en-
gaged by the needles 36 that insert the yarns Y1-Y4
(Figs. 1 and 3) (to form the tufts 38) in the backing ma-
terial. The feeding of the backing material B can be con-
trolled by the stitch distribution control system in a variety
of ways. For example, the tufting machine backing rolls
29 can be controlled to hold the backing material in place
for determined number of stitches or cycles of the needle
bar, or can move the backing material incrementally per
a desired number of stitches, i.e., insert one stitch and
move 1/40th of an inch or run 4 stitches and move 1/10th

of an inch for a pattern with four colors and an effective
stitch rate of 40 stitches per inch. Still further, the incre-
mental movement of the backing material can be varied
or manipulated on a stitch-by-stitch basis with the aver-
age movement of all the stitches over a cycle substan-
tially matching the calculated incremental movement of
the operative or effective process stitch rate. For exam-
ple, for a 4-color cycle as shown in Fig. 7B, one stitch
can be run at 1/80th of an inch, the next two at 1/40th of
an inch, and the fourth at 1/20th of an inch, with the av-
erage incremental movement of the backing over the en-
tire 4-stitch cycle averaging 1/40th of an inch, as needed,
to achieve a desired stitch/color placement.
[0028] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2A-2C, the looper/hook
assembly 32 generally is mounted below the bed and
tufting zone T of the tufting machine 10. As the needles
penetrate the backing material, they are engaged by the
looper/hook assembly 32 so as to form loops of yarns
that then can be cut to form cut-pile tufts, or can be remain
as loops according to each pattern step. The released
loops of yarns can be back-robbed or pulled low or out
of the backing by the operation of the pattern yarn feed
attachment(s) 27/28 as needed to vary the height of the
loops of the additional colored yarns that are not to be
shown or visually present in the color field of the pattern
being sewn at that step.
[0029] The looper/hook assembly 32 will include a se-
ries of gauge parts and can include loop pile loopers
(Figs. 2B-2C), cut pile hooks (Fig. 2A), level cut loop loop-
ers or hooks (Figs. 3-5C), cut/loop hooks (Figs. 9A-9C)
as well as various combinations of loop pile loopers, cut
pile hooks, cut/loop hooks, and/or level cut loop loopers
or hooks, with these gauge parts further potentially being
arranged at different elevations to form different heights
or other texture effects for the tufts of yarns being formed.
As a result, the tufted article can be formed with substan-
tially all loop pile tufts, all cut pile tufts or mixtures of loop
and cut pile tufts, including formation of loop and cut pile
tufts in the same longitudinal tuft row, and with further
varying textural or sculptured pattern effects, including
variations in the pile heights of the different tufts, etc., in
addition to the formation of various geometric and/or free-
flowing color pattern effects.

[0030] During operation of the tufting machine, the
stitch distribution control system of the present invention
will effectively present each one of the colors (i.e., 3, 4,
5, 6, etc.,) of yarns, or different types yarns, that could
be sewn at a selected pattern pixel or tuft/stitch location
to a looper/hook associated with that stitch location or
pattern pixel, during each shift motion or cam movement
cycle, such as illustrated in Figs. 6A-7D, and per each
incremental movement of the backing material. For ex-
ample, for a four color pattern, such as is illustrated in
Fig. 8, each of the one-four colors that can be sewn at a
next pixel or stitch location, i.e., one, two, three, four, or
no yarns can be presented at a selected pixel or stitch
location, will be presented to a desired looper as the back-
ing material is moved incrementally approximately 1/8th

- 1/40th of an inch per each shift motion or cam movement
cycle. The looper or hook will engage the desired yarn
for forming a selected tuft, while the remaining yarns gen-
erally are pulled low or back robbed by control of the yarn
feed mechanism(s) therefore, with the yarns potentially
being pulled out of the backing material so as to float
along the backing material. Accordingly, each looper or
hook is given the ability to tuft any one, or potentially
more than one (i.e., 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc.,) of the colors of the
pattern, or possibly none of the colors presented to it, for
each pattern pixel or tuft/stitch location associated there-
with during each shift sequence and corresponding in-
cremental movement of the backing material. As noted,
if none of the different type or color yarns is to be tufted
or placed at a particular tuft or stitch location or pixel, the
yarn feed can be controlled to limit or otherwise control
the yarns of the needles that could be presented at such
stitch location or pixel to substantially pull back all of the
yarns or otherwise prevent such yarns from being placed
or appearing at that stitch location, and/or the needle bar
additionally could be controlled so as to jump or otherwise
bypass or skip presentation of the needles/yams to that
stitch location or pixel.
[0031] In one example embodiment of the stitch distri-
bution control system according to the present invention,
the looper/hook assembly 32 generally is shown in Figs.
2A-2C as including a series of loop pile loopers 50 (Figs.
2B-2C) for forming loop pile tufts in the backing, and cut
pile hooks 60 (Fig. 2A) for forming cut pile tufts. Alterna-
tively, Figs. 3-5C show the use of a series of level cut
loop loopers 55 (Fig. 3) mounted on a support block or
holder 56 that is attached to a hook or looper bar 57 that
is itself mounted on a reciprocating drive arm 58. The
drive arm 58 reciprocates the level cut loop loopers 55
toward and away from the needles 36 in the direction of
arrows 59 and 59’, as the needles penetrate the backing
material so that the level cut loop loopers engage the
needles to pick and pull the loops of yarns therefrom. It
also will be understood by those skilled in the art, how-
ever, that while the present invention as disclosed in the
present embodiment is shown as being used with level
cut loopers or hooks, it also is possible to utilize loop pile
loopers and/or cut pile hooks, as well as combinations
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of level cut loop loopers, cut pile hooks, loop pile loopers
and cut/loop hooks in the stitch distribution control sys-
tem of the present invention in order to form the desired
patterned articles.
[0032] In a further embodiment, as indicated in Figs.
3-4B, the looper/hook assembly 32 can include a series
of level cut loop loopers 55, each of which generally in-
cludes a looper body 60, the rear portion of which is re-
ceived in the support or hook block 56, a longitudinally
extending throat portion 61, and a hooked front or bill
portion 62 (Fig. 3) that extends downwardly therefrom.
A series of slots (not shown) generally are formed within
the support block 56 adjacent each looper body 60,
through which clips 63 are slidably received so as to be
moveable from a retracted position rearward of the front
portion 62 of each level cut loop looper 55, to an extended
position, projecting adjacent or in contact with the front
bill portion 62, as indicated in Fig. 3. In its extended po-
sition, each clip prevents a loop of yarn engaged by its
associated level cut loop looper 55 from being captured
and held behind the hooked front or bill portion 62 and
thereafter being cut. Each of the clips generally includes
an elongated body typically formed from metal, plastic,
composite or other similar material having a first proximal
end that is adapted to extend adjacent the front bill portion
of each associated level cut looper, and a rear portion
(not shown) that extends through the support block 56.
[0033] The clips further each generally are linked to an
associated actuator 66 by a connector or gate 67 which
itself is connected to one or more output or drive shafts
68 of its associated actuator(s) 66. The actuators 66 are
mounted in spaced, vertically offset rows, along an ac-
tuator block and generally can include pneumatic or other
similar type cylinders or can include servo motors, sole-
noids or other similar type mechanisms for driving the
clips between their extended and retracted positions.
Each connector or gate 67 further includes an actuator
connector portion configured to be connected to an out-
put shaft of an actuator, an extension portion extending
forwardly from and at an angle with respect to the actuator
connector portion along a direction transverse to the axial
direction and a slot portion connected to the extension
portion and defining a connector slot extending from the
extension portion. The connector slot is configured to en-
gage an associated clip 63, with the connector slot further
including laterally spaced side walls defining the slot in
which the clip is received. Additionally, each connector
slot can be about .001 inches - .003 inches greater in
width than the width of the clip that is received therein to
enable seating of the clips therein while preventing twist-
ing of the clips during movement thereof, as the lateral
side walls generally will prevent substantial lateral move-
ment of the clips relative to their connectors and thus will
prevent rotation of the clips about the longitudinal axis of
the clips. In an alternate embodiment, as indicated in
Figs. 5A-5C, the looper body 60’ of each level cut looper
55’ can include a slot or passage formed therealong for
receipt of a clip 63’ associated with each level cut loop

looper. In this embodiment, each of the clips 63’ generally
will include an elongated body with a first or rear end 69
that attaches to a gate or connector for mounting to an
output or draft shaft of an associated with actuator 66
(Fig. 3), and a forwardly extending, substantially L-
shaped upturned front end 70 having a vertically extend-
ed or upstanding bearing portion or face 71 formed at
the tip thereof. This bearing portion or face 71 generally
is adapted to engage and bear/rest against a flattened
portion or rest area 72 formed along the side edge of the
front bill portion 62’ of its associated level cut loop looper
55’. As indicated in Figs. 5A-5C, in this embodiment, the
front bill portions 62’ of the level cut loop loopers 55’ gen-
erally will be formed with a longitudinally extending, sub-
stantially pointed configuration, rather than being a
hooked front end as in the embodiment illustrated in Figs.
3-4B. The clips 63’ are further slideable along the chan-
nels formed in the body portions 60’ of the level cut loop
loopers 55’ in the direction of arrows 73 and 73’ under
operation of the actuators engaged or associated there-
with.
[0034] In operation, the clips 63’ will be moved forward-
ly or downwardly by operation of their associated actua-
tors to move the clips from a recessed position shown in
Fig. 5A, bearing against the flat or rest portion 72 formed
along the side surface of the front bill portion 62’ of the
level cut loop looper 55’, to an extended position, illus-
trated in Fig. 5B, projecting forwardly from the tip or front
end of the bill 62’. When the clips are in their retracted
positions (Fig. 5A), as level cut loop loopers reciprocate
forwardly in the direction of arrow 59, the yarns are en-
gaged by the level cut loop loopers 55’, and loops of yarns
are picked from the needles and are retained on the front
ends of the bills 62’ of the level cut loop loopers, in front
of the upturned front end 70 of each clip 63’, as illustrated
in Fig. 5A. These loops of yarn thereafter can be pulled
from the front ends or bills 62’ of the level cut loop loopers
55’ by the return stroke or reciprocation of the level cut
loop loopers in the direction of arrow 59’, without the clips
engaging or interfering with the pick up of the yarns from
the needles. As a result, loop pile tufts can be formed in
the backing material while the clips 63’ are in their re-
tracted positions.
[0035] Alternatively, to form cut pile tufts, the actuators
for the selected level cut loop loopers 55’ will be engaged
as to move their clips 63’ forwardly, as indicated in Fig.
5B, so as to create a gap or space between the front end
or tip of the front bill portion 62’ of the level cut loop looper
55’ and the upturned bearing portion or face 71 of its clip
63’. The bearing portion 71 of each clip 63’ thus is moved
forwardly and into a position to avoid engagement or in-
terference with the pick-up of the yarns from the needles
by the front bill portions of the level cut loop loopers, as
indicated in Figs 5B and 5C. After the yarns have been
picked from their associated needles, the clips 63’ of the
selected level cut loop loopers can be retracted, the same
time the level cut loop loopers are being reciprocated
rearwardly in the direction of arrow 59’ on a return stroke.
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As a result, as indicated in Fig. 5C, the loops of yarns
picked from the needles are trapped and move along the
throat portions of the level cut loop loopers so as to be
retained thereon for cutting to selectively form cut pile
tufts in the backing material.
[0036] As further illustrated in Figs. 3 and 5B-5C, a
series of knife assemblies 75 typically are provided ad-
jacent the level cut loopers 55 of the hook or looper/hook
assembly 32. Each knife assembly 75 generally includes
a knife or cutting blade 76 mounted within the holder 77
(Fig. 3) connected to a reciprocating drive mechanism
78. The knives are reciprocated into engagement with
the level cut loopers 55/55’ (Figs. 3 and 5C) so as to cut
any loops of yarns selectively captured thereon in order
to form the cut pile tufts 38 in the backing material as the
backing material B is passed through the tufting zone in
the direction of arrow 33, as indicated in Fig. 3.
[0037] As shown in Fig. 9A, in still another alternative
embodiment of the stitch distribution control system ac-
cording to the principles of the present invention, the
hook/looper assembly 32 of the tufting machine 10 can
include a series of cut/loop hooks 80. Each cut/loop hook
80 (Figs. 9B-9C) generally will include an elongated body
81 having a shank 82 received within a slot of a hook bar
56, and a throat portion 83 terminating in a pointed end
or bill 84. A clip 86, generally formed from a resilient,
flexible material such as a spring steel, can be attached,
such as by a rivet or other means 87 to the body 81 of
the cut/loop hook 80 as indicated in Fig. 9B. The clip
includes a rear or shank portion 88 extending along the
shank 82 of the cut/loop hook body, and a front body or
engaging portion 89 biased into bearing contact with the
bill 84 of the cut/loop hook at a tip or bearing portion 91.
As the cut/loop hook engages a needle 36 (Figs. 9A and
9C), the bill of the cut/loop hook picks a loop of yarn
therefrom. As the cut/loop hook reciprocates forwardly,
the loop is pulled past the bearing portion of the clip so
as to be retained thereon for cutting by an associated
knife assembly 71. Alternatively, the yarn feed mecha-
nism can be controlled to selectively pull loops of yarns
tight, sufficient to pull the selected loops of yarns off of
the cut/loop hook prior to engagement by its knife as-
sembly to form a loop pile tuft.
[0038] Figs. 10A-10B generally illustrate example em-
bodiments/variations of the operation of the stitch distri-
bution control system according to the principles of the
present invention. As an initial step 100 shown in Fig.
10A, an operator can input a pattern image/design into
the system controller of the tufting machine operating the
stitch distribution control system according to the present
invention. The pattern image/design can be calculated
manually or at a design center and input manually, it can
be input by scanning or downloading an image file, such
as simply by scanning a photograph, a drawing, or other
pattern image/design using a scanner or other imag-
ing/input device 31 (Fig. 1) located at or near the tufting
machine 10 and linked to the system controller 26, or it
can be input by loading the image from a disk drive or

via network connection into the system controller and
creating a jpeg, tiff, bitmap, or other machine readable
image file. Based on the scanned/input pattern image,
the stitch distribution control system also will include im-
age recognition software designed to enable the pattern
image to be read and processed for calculation/determi-
nation of the pattern parameters and steps for the oper-
ation of the tufting machine to form the desired pattern.
[0039] As indicated at 101, the stitch distribution con-
trol system further can automatically calculate or deter-
mine the desired fabric stitch rate or density for the pat-
tern, i.e., based upon the gauge of the machine, such as
ten stitches per inch for a tenth gauge machine, eight
stitches per inch for an eighth gauge machine, etc.,
and/or can receive input from an operator as to a calcu-
lated desired fabric stitch rate or density for the finished
pattern appearance (i.e., 8-12 stitches per square inch
of the fabric shown on the face of the finished tufted ar-
ticle). Once the pattern and the desired fabric stitch rate
for the article to be tufted have been input or deter-
mined/selected by the system controller, as noted at 102
in Fig. 10A, the stitch distribution control system also can
read and recognize scanned and/or designed pattern im-
age colors and/or texture features such as variations in
colors, whether loop or cut pile tufts are being formed,
differences in pile heights, etc., for determining additional
pattern parameters such as the yarn feed control steps,
as indicated at 103 in Fig. 10B. The operator additionally
can be queried as to the number of colors and/or other
pattern or textured effects, such as pile height differenc-
es, etc., to be run in the scanned and/or designed pattern.
[0040] Upon receiving or reading the scanned and/or
designed pattern image design or texture features, the
stitch distribution control system of the present invention
generally will create a pattern map or field including a
series of pattern pixels or tuft/stitch locations at which
one or more tufts of yarns or stitches will be placed, as
indicated at 104 in Fig. 10B. Each pattern pixel or stitch
location generally will be defined by the gauge of the
machine (i.e., eighth gauge, tenth gauge, etc.,) and by a
desired density, for example, a desired number of re-
tained stitches per inch, and accordingly the pattern
weight, of the finished tufted article. For example, for a
tenth gauge machine, wherein the needles are spaced
1/10th of an inch apart, and a desired stitch rate or pattern
density of ten stitches per inch, each pattern pixel or tuft
location can occupy a space of approximately one-tenth
of an inch times one-tenth of a inch, or approximately
1/100th of a square inch in the face of the backing ma-
terial. The size of the pattern pixels or stitch locations
further can be varied depending upon adjustments made
to the pattern density desired by the operator. For exam-
ple, if the operator desires an increased density of ap-
proximately twelve stitches per inch on the same tenth
gauge machine, each pixel can occupy a space or loca-
tion of the approximately 1/120th of a square inch in the
backing material. Each yarn or stitch may be mapped
and matched to a desired pattern pixel or stitch location,
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with the pattern pixels or stitch locations potentially in-
cluding more than one tuft inserted therein for mixing of
various colors, providing a further density or tweed effect
as well. As noted further below, the stitch distribution sys-
tem further will calculate an operative or effective stitch
process rate to ensure that every color that could be tuft-
ed or sewn at a desired tuft/stitch location or pattern pixel
generally will be presented to each pixel pattern or stitch
location for selection of the desired color.
[0041] The stitch distribution control system thereafter
will assign recognized pattern colors to corresponding
yarns of the yarn supply creel. The assignment of the
yarns in the creel based upon the recognized colors of a
pattern generally will be selected in order to optimize the
existing yarn supplies in the creel. The stitch distribution
control system further can generate and display a table
or color mapping of the pattern showing the assignment
of the particular color yarns in the creel. As also indicated
at 106 in Fig. 10B, the operator can be queried as to
whether the color mapping or assignment or texture map-
ping is correct. If not, the operator can be permitted to
make a manual adjustment via a manual override control
or program, as indicated at 107A.
[0042] As a next step 108, once the color and/or texture
assignment is correct, the stitch distribution control sys-
tem then can select or determine a cam or shift profile
for the pattern. The cam or shift profile can be calculated
by the stitch distribution control system, or can be select-
ed from a series of pre-programmed cam profiles in order
to match the shift steps to the desired pattern in view of
the other calculated pattern parameters. Again, the op-
erator can be queried (108) to determine if the cam/shift
profile is correct. If not, the operator can, via the manual
override, adjust or modify the shift profile as needed, as
shown at 111. Additionally, the stitch distribution control
system of the present invention will also calculate an op-
erative or effective process stitch rate for the pattern, as
indicated at 112 in Figs. 10A-10B. As discussed above,
this effective or operative process stitch rate typically is
substantially higher than a fabric conventional stitch rate,
which is generally based on machine gauge, though an
operator can adjust it as needed to get a desired density
fabric weight. With the present invention, if, for example,
an operator wants the pattern to have the appearance of
a desired number, i.e., 8, 10, 12, etc., of stitches per inch,
the desired/conventional fabric stitch rate or density for
the tufted article can be increased by a factor approxi-
mately equivalent to the number of colors being tufted,
for example, i.e., 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., colors so as to create
an increased operative or effective process stitch rate of
16, 24, 30, 40, 60 or higher in order to provide sufficient
increased density in the appearance and/or retained
stitches per square inch for the tufts being formed in the
pattern fields so as to hide those yarns that are not to be
retained or shown.
[0043] Thereafter, with the pattern parameters deter-
mined/calculated, the tufting operation can be started as
indicated at 200 in Figs. 10A and 10C. As the pattern is

sewn, the backing material B (Figs. 2B and 3) is fed or
advanced through the tufting zone T at the prescribed
effective or operative process stitch rate as noted at 201
in Figs. 10A and 10C. The feeding or advancement of
the backing material can be controlled by the stitch dis-
tribution control system in a variety of ways, including
running a series of straight stitches or cycles of the needle
bar(s) with no movement of the backing material, or run-
ning a pre-determined number of stitches and moving
the material incrementally per stitch. For example, for a
tenth gauge machine running four colors, the backing
material can be moved one-fortieth (1/40") of an inch per
each stitch, or alternatively, the stitch distribution control
system can control the tufting machine to run four stitches
and then move the backing material incrementally by ap-
proximately one-tenth (1/10") of an inch. Alternatively,
the number of stitches per cycle of the needle bar can
be further manipulated, such as by the manual override
function to manipulate/vary the movement of the backing
material on a stitch-by-stitch basis, with the average
movement of all the stitches over a cycle substantially
matching the calculated incremental movement at the
effective stitch rate, i.e., for a 4-color cycle such as shown
in Fig. 7B, one stitch can be run at 1/80th of an inch, the
next two at 1/40th of an inch, and the fourth at 1/20th of
an inch, with the average incremental movement of the
backing over the entire 4-stitch cycle averaging 1/40th of
an inch, as needed, to achieve a desired stitch/color
placement.
[0044] As shown at 202 in Fig. 10A, each different
yarn/color yarn that can be tufted at a particular stitch
location or pixel will be presented to such stitch locations
or pixels as the pattern is formed in the backing material.
To accomplish such presentation of yarns at each pixel
or stitch location, the needle bars generally can be shifted
as needed/desired per the calculated or selected cam
profile or shift profile of the pattern to be run/formed as
indicated at 203 in Fig. 10C. For example, as indicated
in Figs. 6A-7D, the needle bar will be shifted using a
combination of single and/or double jumps or shifts,
based on the number of colors being run in the pattern
and the area of the pattern field being formed by each
specific color. Such a combination of single and double
shift jumps or steps will be utilized in order to avoid over-
tufting or engaging previously sewn tufts as the needle
bar is shifted transversely and the backing material is
advanced at its effective or operative stitch rate. The
backing also can be shifted by backing or jute shifters,
etc., either in conjunction with or separately from the nee-
dle bar shifting mechanism. Additionally, as the needles
penetrate the backing material, the gauge parts such as
loop pile loopers 50 (Figs. 2A-2C), cut pile hooks and/or
level cut loop loopers 55 (Fig. 3) of the looper/hook as-
sembly 32 (Figs. 1-5) positioned below the tufting zone
T, also are reciprocated toward the tufting zone so as to
engage and pick or pull loops of yarns from each of the
needles.
[0045] Further, where level cut loop loopers are uti-
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lized, as illustrated in Figs. 3-4, as the level cut loop loop-
ers are being moved into engagement with the needles,
they can be selectively actuated, as needed to form loops
of yarns, that either will be released from the level cut
loop loopers, or retained thereon for forming cut pile tufts.
The level cut loop loopers each will be individually con-
trolled by the color distribution control system so as to
be selectively fired as needed, according to the move-
ment of the stepping or shifting needle bar. As a result,
for each step or shift of the needle bar according to the
pattern, each level cut looper actuator will be controlled
individually so as to selectively engage or retract its clip
to enable selected loops of yarns to be picked from the
needles by the level cut loop loopers and held for cutting,
thus forming cut pile tufts. In their extended positions,
the clips will cause the loops of yarns engaged by the
level cut loop loopers to be released to form either loop
pile tufts, or which will be pulled low or back-robbed by
operation of the pattern yarn feed attachment controlling
the feeding of such yarns, to hide or bury the non-selected
ends of these yarns within a particular color field being
formed according to the pattern instructions.
[0046] As the needles are retracted from the backing
material during their reciprocal movement in the direction
of arrow 37’ (Fig. 3), the feeding of the yarns by the pattern
yarn feed attachments or yarn feed mechanisms 27/28
(Fig. 1) also will be controlled as indicated by 204-206A
in Fig. 10A. As indicated at 204, the system can deter-
mine which yarn/color of yarn being presented at each
pixel or stitch location is to be retained at that particular
pixel or stitch location. Generally, when a needle or yarn
is presented to a pixel or stitch location, the yarn feed for
such needle will be controlled to retain that yarn at that
pixel or stitch location, and if the yarn is not to be appear-
ing, it is not retained at the pixel or stitch location. As
indicated at 206A in Fig. 10A, the feeding of the yarns of
the non-selected or non-appearing colors (i.e., the colors
that are to be hidden and thus not visible in the particular
color fields of the pattern being sewn at that step) will be
controlled so that these yarns will be back-robbed or
pulled low, or even pulled out of the backing material by
the yarn feed mechanisms feeding each of these yarns
so as to float on the backing material. For the retained
yarns/colors, i.e., the yarns appearing on the face of the
patterned tufted article, as shown at 206B in Fig. 10A,
the yarn feed mechanisms feeding on these yarns are
controlled so as to feed an amount of yarn sufficient to
form tufts of a desired type and pile height. The effective
or operative process stitch rate being run by the color
distribution control system of the present invention further
provides for a denser field of stitches or tufts, so that the
yarns being pulled low and/or backrobbed or removed
are effectively hidden by the remaining cut and/or loop
pile tufts formed in the backing material. Additionally, the
stitch distribution control system can perform yarn feed
compensation and/or modeling of the yarn feed to help
control and reduce the amount of non-retained or non-
appearing yarns that may be "floating" on the back side

of the backing material to further help reduce/minimize
excess yarn feed and/or waste.
[0047] In general, for each pattern pixel or tuft location
being sewn or tufted, each of the colors that could be
tufted at that location, which could include all of the colors
of the pattern, only selected ones of the colors of the
pattern, or even none of the colors, will be presented to
the looper or hook associated with sewing or forming a
tuft in that selected pattern pixel or tuft location. Thus,
with a five color pattern, for example, all five colors can
be presented to a desired looper, such as indicated in
Fig. 7C, or a lesser number, i.e., 1, 2, 3, or even 0, colors
can be presented. The stitch distribution control system
will control the yarn feed mechanism(s) for the various
color yarns presented to each looper, to control which
yarn will remain in the desired tuft location or pattern pixel
in the backing so as to be visually seen in the finished
tufted article, while the remaining yarns(s) presented to
the looper or hook will be pulled low or back robbed com-
pletely from the backing material so as to float on the rear
surface of the backing material and thus to hide those
tufts from view. At the same time, the backing material
generally will be moved by an optional, variable amount
according to the operative oreffective process stitch rate,
such as, for example, in a tenth gauge machine running
4 colors, moving one-tenth of an inch, one-fortieth of an
inch or even not moving at all, in order to achieve the
desired pattern density selected by the operator. Thus,
where an operator selects ten to twelve stitches per inch
as a desired pattern density or stitch rate, the stitch dis-
tribution control system of the present invention may ac-
tually run twenty to forty-eight or more stitches per inch,
even though visually, from the face of the finished tufted
article, only ten to twelve stitches will appear.
[0048] Accordingly, across the width of the tufting ma-
chine, the stitch distribution system will control the shift-
ing and feeding of the yarns of each color or desired
pattern texture effect so that each color that can or may
be sewn at a particular tuft location or pattern pixel will
be presented within that pattern pixel space or tuft loca-
tion for sewing, but only the selected yarn tufts for a par-
ticular color or pattern texture effect will remain in that
tuft/stitch location or pattern pixel. As further noted, it is
also possible to present additional or more colors to each
of the loopers during a tufting step in order to form mixed
color tufts or to provide a tweed effect as desired, wherein
two or more stitches or yarn will be placed at desire pat-
tern pixel or tuft location. The results of the operation of
the stitch distribution control system accordingly provide
a multi-color visual effect of pattern color or texture effects
that are selectively placed in order to get the desired den-
sity and pattern appearance for the finished tufted article.
This further enables the creation of a wider variety of
geometric, free flowing and other pattern effects by con-
trol of the placement of the tufts or yarns at selected pat-
tern pixels or tuft locations.
[0049] Still further, as indicated at 207 in Fig. 10C, in
instances where, for example, a large color field, is being
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formed in the pattern wherein one or more non-appearing
yarns of other colors (i.e., colors that will not be shown
in the particular color field being tufted) would form ex-
tended length tails or back stitches across the backing
material, the system controller running the stitch distri-
bution control system of the present invention can control
the yarn feed mechanisms to automatically run sufficient
yarns to selectively form one or more low stitches as in
the backing material, as opposed to completely back-
robbing the non-appearing yarns from the backing ma-
terial. Thus, the non-appearing yarns can be tacked or
otherwise secured to the backing material, as noted at
208 in Fig. 10C to prevent the formation of such extended
length tails that can later become caught or cause other
defects in the finished tufted article. The stitch distribution
control system can be programmed/set to tack or form
low stitches of such non-appearing yarns at desired in-
tervals, for example every 1 inch to 1.5 inches, although
greater or lesser intervals also can be used. Yarn com-
pensation also generally will be used to help ensure that
a sufficient amount of yarns are fed when needed to en-
able the non-appearing yarns to be tacked into the back-
ing material, while preventing the yarns from showing or
bubbling up through another color, i.e., with the yarns
being tacked into and projecting through one of the stitch
yarns with several yarns being placed together. Addition-
ally, where extended lengths or tails would be formed for
multiple non-appearing yarns, the intervals at which such
different yarns are tacked within the backing material can
be varied (i.e., one at 1", another at 1.5", etc.,) so as to
avoid such tacked yarns interfering with one another
and/or the yarns of the color field being formed.
[0050] The control of the yarn feed by the yarn feed
pattern attachments feeding of yarns of a variety of dif-
ferent colors to the needles, in conjunction with the op-
eration of each shift mechanism and level cut loop loop-
ers or hooks, cut pile hooks, loop pile loopers and/or
cut/loop hooks, and with the backing material being run
at an operative or effective process stitch rate that is sub-
stantially increased or denser than fabric stitch rates sole-
ly based upon gauge of the machine enables the stitch
distribution control system of the present invention to pro-
vide for a greater variety of free-flowing patterns and/or
patterns with a loom-formed appearance to be formed in
the backing material. As further indicated at 209-211 in
Figs. 10A and 10C, the pattern tufting operation being
run by the stitch distribution control system continues,
and can be repeated (210), for each stitch of the pattern
until the pattern is complete (211). Additionally, the yarn
feed also can be controlled to provide other desired pat-
tern effects, such as forming varying pile heights or other
effects. For example, where cut/loop hooks are used as
shown in Fig. 9A, the yarn feed can be selectively con-
trolled to pull certain loops of yarns off of their cut/loop
clips to form loop pile tufts, or can feed sufficient yarn to
allow certain loops to be retained on the cut/loop hooks
for cutting to form cut pile tufts.
[0051] Accordingly, the stitch distribution control sys-

tem of the present invention can enable an operator to
develop and run a variety of tufted patterns having a va-
riety of looks, textures, etc., at the tufting machine without
necessarily having to utilize a design center to draw out
and create the pattern. Instead, with the present inven-
tion, in addition to and/or as an alternative to manually
preparing patterns or using a design center, the operator
can scan an image (i.e., a photograph, drawing, jpeg,
etc.,) or upload a designed pattern file at the tufting ma-
chine and the stitch distribution control system can read
the image and develop the program steps or parameters
to thereafter control the tufting machine substantially
without further operator input or control necessarily re-
quired to form the desired tufted patterned article.

Claims

1. A tufting machine (10) for forming patterned tufted
articles including multiple different yarns (Y1-Y4),
comprising:

at least one needle bar (35) having a series of
needles (36) mounted therealong;
backing feed rolls (29) for feeding a backing ma-
terial (B) through a tufting zone (T) of the tufting
machine (10);
a yarn feed mechanism (27, 28) for feeding a
series of yarns (Y1-Y4) to said needles (36);
a series of gauge parts (32) mounted below the
tufting zone (T) in a position to engage said nee-
dles (36) of said at least one needle bar (35) as
said needles (36) are reciprocated into the back-
ing material (B) to form tufts (38) of yarns in the
backing material (B); and
characterized by
a stitch distribution control system (25) adapted
to receive a pattern or a pattern image and per-
form a series of pattern steps for controlling said
yarn feed mechanism (27, 28) to control feeding
of the yarns (Y1-Y4) to said needles (36) and
said backing feed rolls (29) to control feeding of
the backing material (B) to form the patterned
tufted article.

2. The tufting machine of claim 1 and wherein said stitch
distribution control system (25) comprises a tufting
machine controller (26) adapted to control at least
one said yarn feed mechanism (27, 28) and said
backing feed rolls (29).

3. The tufting machine of claim 2 and wherein said stitch
distribution control system (25) comprises an imag-
ing device for input of pattern information, and said
tufting machine controller further comprises image
recognition programming for processing images in-
put from said imaging device.
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4. The tufting machine of claim 1 and wherein said
gauge parts (32) comprise level cut loop loopers (55)
or loop pile loopers (50) or cut pile hooks (60) or
cut/loop hooks (80).

5. The tufting machine of claim 1 and wherein said yarn
feed mechanism (27, 28) comprises at least one of
a scroll, roll, single end or double end yarn feed pat-
tern attachment.

6. The tufting machine of claim 1 and further comprising
at least one shifter (31) linked to said at least one
needle bar (35) for shifting said at least one needle
bar (35) transversely across the tufting zone (T).

7. A method of tufting a patterned article including a
series of tufts (38) of different color yarns, arranged
according to pattern instructions for the article, com-
prising:

determining a desired fabric stitch rate for the
patterned article;
moving a backing (B) through a tufting zone (T)
at an effective process stitch rate based upon
the desired fabric stitch rate increased in view
of a number of different colors of yarns of the
patterned article;
as the backing (B) moves through the tufting
zone (T), reciprocating a series of spaced nee-
dles (36) to present a selected series of yarns
(Y1-Y4) to stitch locations in the backing (B); and
at each stitch location, controlling feeding of the
series of yarns (Y1-Y4) presented at each stitch
location and selectively retaining a desired yarn
of the series of yarns (Y1-Y4) presented at each
stitch location based upon the pattern instruc-
tions.

8. The method of claim 7 and wherein selectively re-
taining a desired yarn of the series of yarns (Y1-Y4)
presented comprises retaining none of the yarns pre-
sented.

9. The method of claim 7 and wherein selectively re-
taining a desired yarn of the series of yarns (Y1-Y4)
presented comprises retaining one or more of the
yarns presented.

10. The method of claim 7 and further comprising shifting
at least some of the needles (36) transversely with
respect to the backing (B).

11. A method of tufting a patterned article, comprising:

determining a desired fabric stitch rate for the
patterned article;
feeding a series of yarns (Y1-Y4) to a series of
spaced needles (36);

feeding a backing material (B) through a tufting
zone (T);
as the backing material (B) is fed through the
tufting zone (T), reciprocating the needles (36)
carrying the yarns (Y1-Y4) into and out of the
backing material (B);
shifting at least some of the needles (36) trans-
versely with respect to the backing material (B);
at selected stitch locations, presenting a number
of different yarns (Y1-Y4) for insertion into the
backing material (B) and controlling the yarn
feed to the needles (36) so as to retain at least
one desired yarn of the different yarns (Y1-Y4)
presented for each selected stitch location;
wherein feeding the backing material (B) com-
prises moving the backing material (B) through
the tufting zone (T) at an effective stitch rate ap-
proximately equivalent to the desired fabric
stitch rate increased by a number of different
yarns presented at a stitch location being tufted.

12. The method of claim 11 and further comprising en-
gaging the yarns (Y1-Y4) carried by the needles (36)
with a series of loop pile loopers (50), cut pile hooks
(60), level cut/loop loopers (55), cut/loop loopers or
combinations thereof, as the needles (36) are recip-
rocated into and out of the backing material (B).

13. The method of claim 11 and wherein presenting a
number of different yarns (Y1-Y4) and controlling the
yarn feed to the needles (36) comprises presenting
a yarn of each color that could be tufted at a particular
selected stitch location and feeding the yarn for a
color corresponding to the selected stitch location to
form a tuft (38), while controlling feeding of the yarns
of remaining colors to pull such yarns low or remove
them from the selected stitch location.

14. The method of claim 11 further comprising receiving
a pattern image and calculating a series of pattern
nap including a series of pixels corresponding to the
stitch locations at which the tufts (38) of yarns are
placed or further comprising determining a shift pro-
file for the shifting of the needles (36) including single
shift steps, double shift steps or combinations there-
of.

15. The method of claim 11 and wherein determining an
effective process stitch rate for the patterned article
comprises increasing the desired stitch rate for the
pattern by a multiple approximately corresponding
to a number of colors of yarns used to form the pat-
terned article.

16. A method of operating a tufting machine to form a
patterned article including multiple different yarns,
comprising:
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receiving a pattern including a series of pattern
steps for forming the patterned article;
determining an effective process stitch rate for
the patterned article based upon a desired fabric
stitch rate for the patterned article;
feeding a backing material through the tufting
machine at the effective process stitch rate;
as the backing material is fed through the tufting
machine, reciprocating a series of needles to
deliver the yarns into the backing material; and
controlling feeding of the yarns to the needles
in accordance with programmed pattern instruc-
tions to retain a tuft of a desired yarn for each
stitch being formed in the backing material.

17. The stitch of claim 16 and wherein receiving a pattern
comprises inputting an image, photograph, drawing,
or design with an imaging device.

18. The method of claim 16 and wherein receiving a pat-
tern comprises downloading or uploading an image
file into a tufting machine controller for the tufting
machine.

19. The method of claim 16 and wherein calculating a
series of pattern steps comprises creating a pattern
map including a series of pattern pixels each corre-
sponding to a stitch location at which at least one
tuft of yarn will be placed.

20. The method of claim 19 and wherein each pattern
pixel is defined by the desired fabric stitch rate and
a desired density of the pattern.

21. The method of claim 16 and wherein determining an
effective process stitch rate for the patterned article
comprises increasing the desired stitch rate for the
pattern by a multiple approximately corresponding
to a number of colors of yarns used to form the pat-
terned article.

22. The method of claim 16 and further comprising de-
termining a shift profile for the patterned article, and
shifting the needles in accordance with the shift pro-
file.

23. The method of claim 16 and further comprising as-
signing pattern colors of the pattern image to corre-
sponding yarns of a yarn supply for the tufting ma-
chine.

24. The method of claim 16 and further comprising var-
ying movement of the backing material on a stitch-
by-stitch basis.

25. The method of claim 16 and further comprising de-
termining a shift profile for the shifting of the needles
including single shift steps, double shift steps or com-

binations thereof.

26. The method of claim 16 and further comprising se-
lectively actuating a series of clips of a series of level
cut loop loopers for forming cut or loop pile tufts ac-
cording to the pattern steps.

27. The method of claim 16 and wherein controlling the
feeding of the yarns further comprises selectively
pulling back yarns as needed for forming cut and
loop pile tufts in the backing material.

28. A method of forming tufted patterns in a backing,
comprising:

determining a desired fabric stitch rate for a pat-
tern to be formed;
feeding the backing through a tufting machine;
as the backing is fed through the tufting ma-
chine, reciprocating a series of spaced needles
carrying a series of yarns into and out of the
backing to form a series of tufts in the backing;
and
at selected stitch locations of the pattern being
formed in the backing, presenting a desired
number of yarns for insertion into the backing
and selectively withholding non-retained yarns
from such stitch locations;
wherein selectively withholding the non-re-
tained yarns comprises controlling at one or
more yarn feed mechanisms feeding the non-
retained yarns to the needles so as to pull back
such yarns; and
wherein feeding the backing through the tufting
machine comprises feeding the backing at an
effective process stitch rate approximately
equivalent to the desired fabric stitch rate in-
creased by a number of different yarns being
used to form the pattern.

29. The method of claim 28 and wherein presenting a
desired number of yarns comprises shifting at least
some of the needles carrying the yarns transversely
with respect to the feeding of the backing.
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